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22 June 2011 

Anna Giannakos 

Australian Competition and Consumer Commission 

GPO Box 520 

Melbourne VIC 3001 

Dear Madam, 


Re: Submission on Exclusive Dealing Notification N95413 


FILE No: 

DOC; 

MARS/PRISMJ 

-

Port Melbourne Containers Pty Ltd 

We are writing in response to your letter of 9 June 2011, which requests that any parties interested 

in the above notification should provide a submission. This letter forms the submission of Westgate 

Ports Services Pty Ltd. 

Background and General Introduction 

Westgate Ports Services Pty Ltd (WGPS) is a privately owned provider of port logistics services, 

operating from a large site inside the Port of Melbourne, The company employs approximately 150 

people, and is heavily involved in container road transport, container storage, rail, stevedoring and 

warehousing. Our clients are freight forwarders, customs brokers, importers and exporters who use 

the Port of Melbourne. 

WGPS is an interested party regarding the proposal to implement a notification system at Port 

Melbourne Containers (and other empty parks in Melbourne) via Containerchain Pty Ltd, because as 

part of our normal operations, we pick up and drop off approximately 750-850 containers per week 

from various empty parks in Melbourne on behalf of our clients . This means that the problems that 

have beset empty parks in the past few years affect us, and solving those problems would be a 

considerable 'win' for both WGPS and its clients. 

It is partly because of the importance of empty containers to our business that the company has 

decided to be actively involved in the various industry discussions that have occurred regarding the 

management of empty containers in Melbourne over the past 18 months or so. We are an active 

carrier member of the Victorian Transport Association (VTA) and other industry groups. 

I was personally elected as Chairman of the Information and Visibility Exchange Working Group 
which was formed by the VTA after the industry-wide meeting held on 10 March 2011, at which 

some of the major issues affecting empty containers were discussed, and agreement was reached 
that better information and visibility was one key area of improvement if the various problems were 

to be solved. 



In my role as Chairman of this Group, I attended and ran a number of meetings. The group, which 

included transport operators, empty parks, shipping lines and others, looked at various ideas 

regarding what information and visibility options were available to empty parks and others to help 

deal with truck queues at parks, Chain of Responsibility obligations and lack of industry-wide 

visibility. Containerchain was one of the ideas presented. 

Benefits to Industry 

WGPS takes the view that there are a number of industry benefits that are available if Port 

Melbourne Containers and other empty parks are able to successfully implement a system of 

information and visibility via Containerchain . These include: 

a) 	 Transport Operators - would have the ability to have full visibility direct into the empty 

parks prior to sending trucks to the gate. This means less futile (non-productive) trips, 

reduced costs for truck waiting time, better planning of fleet vehicles, less uncertainty and a 

database of historical transactions that will be very useful to all transport operators. In 

addition, the proposed notification system will allow transport operators much more 

certainty about truck turnaround times and fatigue management than is the case today, 

along the same lines as what has occurred at the wharf terminals for many years . 

b) 	 Empty Parks - would have the ability to have full visibility of what they can expect to arrive 

at their gates each hour. At the moment, such visibility simply doesn't exist. This change will 

mean that the empty parks can plan labour and equipment more effectively to handle 

demand . This will reduce queues in the same way as it has done for many years at the 

wharf terminals. More importantly, the empty parks will have a tool that can measure 

'unmet demand' for the first time. This means that decisions such as when to vary opening 

hours can be made based on real-time data rather than guesswork, and this will achieve 

significantly improved outcomes. 

c) 	 Importers/Exporters/Forwarding Agents/Customs Brokers - these stakeholders, who 

engage transport operators, can expect to be able to access information about empty 

container movements for the first time. These companies will be familiar with such a 

system already, having used l-stop as a visibility window to wharf terminals nationally for 

many years . The initiative being undertaken by Port Melbourne Containers will provide 

similar access to information for Port users. This will reduce significantly the amount of time 

and cost that is associated with chasing this information currently. It will also mean that port 

users can make sure that if a shipping line tells them that containers of a certain grade are 

available, they can now check that this is in fact the case. This will be very useful to 

exporters in particular. 

d) 	 Shipping Lines - will be able to monitor the performance of their empty parks , manage 
empty container equipment more efficiently and send and receive electronic updates of 
movements on a real-time basis. This will reduce costs, but more importantly will allow 

shipping lines to 'see' for the first time not only a current status of the ir equipment, but also 

a forward look at what is about to happen so they can change their plans if necessary. 
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e) 	 Wharf Terminals - will receive from empty parks electronic 'stack interfaces' at no 
additional cost, which will allow the wharf terminal to accept 'bulk runs' of empty containers 

for repositioning overseas in a completely automated fashion, with an electronic 'trail' left 
behind. This contrasts with the error-ridden manual, paper based process that governs this 

task now. 

Benefits to the Public 

In essence, there is one major benefit to the public from this initiative that stands out, and that is 
less truck queuing and congestion on roads in and around empty parks (such as Francis St & 

Somerville Rd in Yarraville and Prohasky St in Port Melbournel. and better fatigue management of 

drivers. Queuing and tired drivers are a major road enforcement issue now, and are a real danger to 
the public generally. Empty parks are acutely aware of this and their Chain of Responsibility 
obligations under the law. In Westgate Ports opinion, the initiative proposed by Port Melbourne 
Containers has the potential to do away entirely with this problem at empty parks. 

In addition, better visibility, more information and a publicly available web-based 'window' means 
that the information 'black hole' around empty parks will no longer exist, and this will be of benefit to 
the public in areas such as greater accountability by all parties, and a genuine ability to measure 
improvements in the way that empty parks interact with the city of Melbourne generally. 

We know of no public detriment at all from this proposed initiative . 

Effect on Competition 

The empty parks of Melbourne are competitors. Their paying clients are shipping lines, but their 
major interaction for the purposes of this initiative is with transport operators. However, crucially, 
there has never [prior to this initiativeL been any direct commercial relationship between empty 
parks and transport operators. Under this initiative, there would be that direct commercial 

relationship. 

In terms of any effect on competition, we as a transport operator have very little say under the 
current circumstances as to which empty Container Park we will go to in order to pick up or drop off 

a container. That is dictated by our client, who has it dictated to them by the shipping line as the 

paying client of the empty park. That will continue to be the case under this initiative. 

In other words, in Westgate Ports opinion, from the point of view of a transport operator, very little 
will change in terms of competition. We do not believe that this initiative will fundamentally make 
better or worse the competition between empty parks. It is neutral in this area we believe. 

A Final Comment 

Westgate Ports takes the view that the proposed initiative from Port Melbourne Containers is an 

excellent one that should be supported by all stakeholders in Port logistics. There are significant 
industry problems associated with empty parks in Melbourne at present, and industry generally is 
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well aware of these and has been searching for a viable solution. This initiative appears to be that 

solution. 

There is not another proposed solution around the corner . This initiative is a significant reform for the 

better we believe. Like any change, it will require time for many to adjust. but like the wharf 

terminals who implemented a very similar idea in the mid-1990's, empty parks should be 

encouraged to do the same for the good of the entire industry. 

Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions about any of the above 

Yours faithfully, 
Westgate Ports Services Pty ltd 
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